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Abstract. We prove that if f : X → Z is a smooth surjective morphism
between projective manifolds and if −KX is semi-ample, then −KZ is also
semi-ample. This was conjectured by Fujino and Gongyo. We list several
counter-examples to show that this fails without the smoothness assumption
on f .

We prove the above result by proving some results concerning the moduli
divisor of the canonical bundle formula associated to a klt-trivial fibration
(X,B)→ Z.

1. Introduction

All the varieties in this paper are defined over C unless stated otherwise.
Recall that a divisor D on a normal projective variety X is said to be semi-
ample if the linear system |mD| is base point free for some m > 0, i.e. OX(mD)
is generated by global sections.

Main result. The main result of this paper is the following:

Theorem 1.1. Let f : X → Z be a smooth surjective morphism between smooth
projective varieties. If −KX is semi-ample, then −KZ is also semi-ample.

This was conjectured by Fujino and Gongyo [FG11] (see also [FG12]). Al-
though the statement might make the impression that the proof should be
straightforward but in fact we have to rely on very deep consequences of the
minimal model program in birational geometry and of Hodge theory. The proof
is given in Section 5.

Fujino and Gongyo proved the conjecture when −KX is big. They also
proved some other special cases (see Remark 4.2 and Theorem 4.4 of [FG11]).
The theorem does not hold without the smoothness assumption on f by a
counter-example due to H. Sato (see Section 5 where we give additional counter-
examples).

There are results similar to Theorem 1.1 in the literature. We mention some
of them for completeness. Let f : X → Z be a smooth surjective morphism
between smooth projective varieties. Then, it is known that (see [FG11], §5 for
more details):
• if −KX is nef, then −KZ is nef (Miyaoka [M93])
• if −KX is ample, then −KZ is ample (Kollár-Miyaoka-Mori [KMM92])
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• if −KX is nef and big, then −KZ is nef and big (Fujino-Gongyo [FG11]).

To prove Theorem 1.1, we do not rely on these known results but we use
some of the ideas of [FG11].

In general, varieties with nef anti-canonical divisor have interesting proper-
ties. Let X be a smooth projective variety with −KX nef. Then, for any sur-
jective morphism g : X → Y with Y smooth projective, Zhang [Zh96] proved
that either Y is uniruled or κ(Y ) = 0. On the other hand, Lu, Tu, Zhang,
and Zheng [LTZZ10] proved that the Albanese map X → A is semi-stable (it
is conjectured that this map should be smooth).

The semi-ampleness conjecture of moduli divisors. To prove Theorem
1.1, we need to prove some results concerning the moduli divisor associated to
certain fibrations. A very hard conjecture claims that this moduli divisor is
semi-ample. Unfortunately, formulation of the conjecture and of our results are
too technical so we content ourselves with giving a rough picture (see Section
3 for more details).

Assume that f : X → Z is a contraction of normal projective varieties, and
that (X,B) is a Kawamata log terminal (klt) pair such that KX + B ∼Q 0/Z,
i.e. KX + B ∼Q f ∗N for some Q-Cartier Q-divisor N . Such a contraction is
called a klt-trivial fibration. By a construction of Kawamata [Ka97],[Ka98] we
have a decomposition

N ∼Q KZ +BZ +MZ

where BZ is defined using the singularities of (X,B) and of the fibres of f over
the codimension one points of Z. The part BZ is called the discriminant part
and the part MZ is called the moduli part. The moduli part is expected to reflect
the variation of the fibres of f in their moduli space and this is deeply connected
with the variation of the Hodge structure on these fibres. To fully understand
these variations one needs to consider birational morphisms σ : Y → Z where Y
is smooth. We refer to Y simply as a resolution. One can define a decomposition
KY +BY +MY in a similar way so that

KY +BY +MY ∼Q σ
∗(KZ +BZ +MZ)

The semi-ampleness conjecture then states:

Conjecture 1.2 (cf. [Ka97], [Am99],[PSh09]). If Y is a sufficiently high reso-
lution, then MY is semi-ample.

We do not prove the conjecture but we show that there is a suitable divisor
G such that αMY + G is semi-ample for every α � 0. The important thing
is that G is not arbitrary but rather comes from the geometry involved. The
existence of G is enough for proving Theorem 1.1. We will use the minimal
model program in order to find G.
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2. Preliminaries

Pairs. We work over k = C. A pair (X,B) consists of a normal quasi-
projective variety X over k and a Q-divisor B on X with coefficients in [0, 1]
(called a boundary) such that KX + B is Q-Cartier. A pair (X,B) is called
Kawamata log terminal (klt) if for any projective birational morphism g : Y →
X from a normal variety Y , every coefficient of BY is less than one where
KY +BY := g∗(KX +B). For basic properties of singularities and other aspects
of birational geometry we refer the reader to [KM98].

Minimal models. Let X be a normal projective variety and D a Q-Cartier
Q-divisor on X. A normal projective variety Y is called a minimal model of D if
there is a birational map φ : X 99K Y such that φ−1 does not contract divisors,
Y is Q-factorial, DY := φ∗D is nef, and there is a common resolution g : W → X
and h : W → Y such that E := g∗D − h∗DY is effective and Supp g∗E is equal
to the union of the exceptional divisors of φ. If DY is semi-ample, we call Y a
good minimal model of D. A standard way of obtaining a minimal model of D
is to run a minimal model program on D, if possible. Such a program can be
defined exactly as in the case D = KX +B for a klt pair (X,B).

When (X,B) is klt and D = KX +B the above definition of minimal model
is equivalent to the usual definition of log minimal models. Moreover, if KX +B
is pseudo-effective and B is big, then KX + B has a good log minimal model
by [BCHM].

Section rings. For a Q-divisor D on a normal projective variety X, the
section ring of D is defined as

R(X,D) =
⊕

0≤m∈Z

H0(X, bmDc)

If φ : X 99K Y is a partial minimal model program on D, i.e. a finite sequence
of divisorial contractions and flips with respect to D, then there is a common
resolution g : W → X and h : W → Y such that E := g∗D − h∗DY is effective
and Supp g∗E is equal to the union of the exceptional divisors of φ. In particular,
this implies that there is a natural isomorphism

R(X,D) ' R(Y,DY )

Kodaira dimension. Let f : X → Z be a contraction of normal varieties
and D a Q-Cartier Q-divisor on X. By κ(D/Z) we mean the Kodaira dimen-
sion of D|F where F is the generic fibre of f .
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3. The moduli divisor of a klt-trivial fibration

The semi-ampleness conjecture of moduli divisors. Assume that
f : X → Z is a contraction of normal projective varieties, and that (X,B) is a
Kawamata log terminal (klt) pair such that KX + B ∼Q 0/Z, i.e. KX + B ∼Q
f ∗N for some Q-Cartier Q-divisor N . Such a contraction is called a klt-trivial
fibration. By a construction of Kawamata [Ka97],[Ka98] we have a decomposi-
tion

N ∼Q KZ +BZ +MZ

where BZ is defined using the singularities of (X,B) and of the fibres of f over
the codimension one points of Z, and (Z,BZ) is klt if KZ + BZ is Q-Cartier.
The part BZ is called the discriminant part and the part MZ is called the
moduli part. More precisely, BZ is defined as follows: for each prime divisor Q
on Z, let t be the log canonical threshold of f ∗Q over the generic point of Q,
with respect to the pair (X,B); then let (1 − t) be the coefficient of Q in BZ .
The more complicated the singularities over the generic point of Q the larger
the coefficient of Q would be. Except for finitely many Q, t = 1 hence BZ has
finitely many components.

Consider a commutative diagram

X ′
τ //

f ′

��

X

f

��
Y

σ // Z

in which X ′, Y are normal and projective, σ, τ are birational, and f ′ is a con-
traction. Let KX′ +B′ := τ ∗(KX+B) where B′ might have negative coefficients.
Using the relation KX′ +B′ ∼Q 0/Y , we can similarly define a decomposition

σ∗N ∼Q KY +BY +MY

where: BZ = σ∗BY and MZ = σ∗MY . This means that the moduli part is a
b-divisor. In general, BY may have negative coefficients.

Kawamata [Ka98] showed that MY is nef if Y is a sufficiently high resolution.
Ambro [Am04] proved that the moduli part is a b-Cartier divisor, i.e. we can
find a resolution Y → Z so that for any other resolution Y ′ → Y the moduli
part MY ′ is just the pullback of MY . Moreover, Ambro [Am05] proved that
MY is actually the pullback of some nef and big divisor for some contraction
g : Y → T . These results rely on deep connections with Hodge theory.

Conjecture 3.1 (cf. [Ka97], [Am99],[PSh09]). If Y is a sufficiently high reso-
lution, then MY is semi-ample.

Only some very special cases are known: when MY ≡ 0 [Am05], when
dimX = dimZ + 1 [Ka97][PSh09], and when the geometric generic fibre of
f is birationally an abelian variety [F03].

Our result concerning the moduli divisor. We are not able to prove the
semi-ampleness of MY but we prove semi-ampleness of a“nearby” divisor. To
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state our main result we need to introduce one more notation. Since (Y,BY )
is log smooth and each coefficient of BY is strictly smaller than 1, there is an
exceptional/Z Q-divisor E ≥ 0 on Y such that (Y,∆Y ) is klt where ∆Y :=
BY + E ≥ 0.

Theorem 3.2. Under the above notation and assumptions, suppose that we
have κ(KY + ∆Y /T ) ≥ 0, i.e. suppose that there is a rational number b ≥ 0
such that

KY + ∆Y + bMY ∼Q DY for some DY ≥ 0

Then, we can choose DY ≥ 0 in its Q-linear equivalence class so that there exist
a resolution φ : W → Y and a Q-divisor G on W such that
• 0 ≤ G ≤ φ∗DY ,
• αMW +G = αφ∗MY +G is semi-ample for any α� 0, and
• R(W, lG) ' R(Y, lDY ) for some integer l > 0.

Here R(−) stands for the section ring (see Section 2 for precise definition).
An interesting special case of the theorem is when KX +B ∼Q 0 in which case
we take DY = E. This is exactly the situation which comes up in the proof of
Theorem 1.1.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 in the next section.
�

4. An auxiliary theorem on klt pairs

In this section, we prove the following result which might be of independent
interest. The statement is essentially identical to that of Theorem 3.2 except
that we do not need to care where the data come from. The proof heavily relies
on the minimal model program.

Proposition 4.1. Let (Y,∆Y ) be a projective klt pair with ∆Y a Q-divisor,
g : Y → T a contraction, MT a nef and big Q-divisor on T , and MY = g∗MT .
Assume that b ≥ 0 is a rational number such that

KY + ∆Y + bMY ∼Q DY for some DY ≥ 0

Then, we can choose DY ≥ 0 in its Q-linear equivalence class such that there
exist a resolution φ : W → Y and a Q-divisor G on W such that
• 0 ≤ G ≤ φ∗DY ,
• αφ∗MY +G is semi-ample for any α� 0, and
• R(W, lG) ' R(Y, lDY ) for some integer l > 0.

Proof. For any morphism U → T , MU will denote the pullback of MT .
Step 1. Let π : Y ′ → Y be any log resolution of (Y,∆Y ). There is an

exceptional/Y Q-divisor E ′ ≥ 0 and a boundary ∆Y ′ such that (Y ′,∆Y ′) is
klt and

KY ′ + ∆Y ′ = π∗(KY + ∆Y ) + E ′

Let DY ′ = π∗DY + E ′. Then,

KY ′ + ∆Y ′ + bMY ′ ∼Q DY ′
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Now assume that the result holds on Y ′, that is, assume that we can choose
DY ′ ≥ 0 in its Q-linear equivalence class such that there exist a resolution
ψ : W → Y ′ and a Q-divisor G on W satisfying:
• 0 ≤ G ≤ ψ∗DY ′ ,
• αMW +G is semi-ample for any α� 0, and
• R(W, lG) ' R(Y ′, lDY ′) for some integer l > 0.

We will show that the result also holds for Y by taking φ = πψ. Since
DY ′ = π∗DY + E ′ and E ′ ≥ 0 is exceptional/Y ,

R(Y, lDY ) ' R(Y ′, lDY ′) ' R(W, lG)

It only remains to show that G ≤ φ∗DY . Put C = φ∗DY − G. Since E ′ is
exceptional/Y ,

φ∗C = φ∗(φ
∗DY −G) = φ∗(φ

∗DY + ψ∗E ′ −G) = φ∗(ψ
∗DY ′ −G) ≥ 0

On the other hand, αMW + G is semi-ample for any α � 0 and MW ∼Q 0/Y
hence G is semi-ample over Y . So, C is antinef over Y which implies that C ≥ 0
by the negativity lemma. Therefore, G ≤ φ∗DY .

Step 2. Since MY ∼Q 0/T , KY +∆Y ∼Q DY /T hence κ(KY +∆Y /T ) ≥ 0. By
taking a log resolution and applying Step 1 we could assume that the relative
Iitaka fibration of KY +∆Y over T is a morphism Y → S ′/T where S ′ is smooth.
In particular, this means that κ(KY + ∆Y /S

′) = 0. By applying Fujino-Mori
[FM00], we can find a commutative diagram

V
τ

��~~~~~~~
h

��???????

Y

g   @@@@@@@ S

θ���������

T

where τ is a resolution, and h, θ are contractions such that we have the following
data:
• a klt (S,∆S) where ∆S is a Q-divisor,
• a nef Q-divisor LS on S,
• KS + ∆S + LS is big/T ,
• κ(KY + ∆Y /T ) = κ(KS + ∆S + LS/T ) = dimS − dimT ,
• and

τ ∗(KY + ∆Y ) +R− ∼Q h
∗(KS + ∆S + LS) +R+

where R+, R− are effective Q-divisors with R− exceptional/Y , h(R−) has no
codimension one components, and h∗OV (biR+c) = OS for every i > 0.

The above properties imply that for any rational number α ≥ 0, we have
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τ ∗DY +R− + αMV ∼Q τ
∗(KY + ∆Y + bMY ) +R− + αMV

= τ ∗(KY + ∆Y ) +R− + bMV + αMV

∼Q h
∗(KS + ∆S + LS) +R+ + bMV + αMV

= h∗(KS + ∆S + LS + bMS + αMS) +R+

Step 3. Fix a rational number λ ≥ 0 so that b+ λ > 0. By construction

0 ≤ κ(DY ) = κ(KY + ∆Y + bMY ) = κ(KS + ∆S + LS + bMS)

so there is a Q-divisor DS ≥ 0 such that

DS ∼Q KS + ∆S + LS + bMS

Since DS is big/T and MT is big, there is a > 0 such that DS + aMS is big.
Thus, we have

DS + aMS ∼Q A+B

where A is ample and B ≥ 0.
Pick ε > 0 sufficiently small. This ensures that

βλ := ελ− εa+ b+ λ ≥ 0

Moreover, since A is ample and LS and MS are nef, there is a big boundary
ΓS,λ such that (S,ΓS,λ) is klt and such that we can write

KS + ΓS,λ ∼Q KS + ∆S + LS + εA+ εB + βλMS

∼Q KS + ∆S + LS + εDS + εaMS + βλMS

∼Q KS + ∆S + LS + bMS + εDS + ελMS + λMS

∼Q (1 + ε)(KS + ∆S + LS + bMS) + (1 + ε)λMS

∼Q (1 + ε)(KS + ∆S + LS + bMS + λMS)

∼Q (1 + ε)(DS + λMS)

By [BCHM], we can run an LMMP on KS + ΓS,λ which ends up with a good
log minimal model of KS + ΓS,λ. By the relations above, this also produces a
good minimal model of KS + ∆S + LS + bMS + λMS.

For any α ≥ λ, we have

KS + ΓS,α ∼Q KS + ΓS,λ + (1 + ε)(α− λ)MS

If α � λ and if we run an LMMP on KS + ΓS,α, then MS is numerically
trivial on each extremal ray contracted in the process: this follows from the
boundedness of the length of extremal rays due to Kawamata [Ka91]; indeed if
R is an extremal ray such that (KS + ΓS,α) · R < 0, then (KS + ΓS,λ) · R < 0
and there is a rational curve C generating R such that

−2 dimS ≤ (KS + ΓS,λ) · C < 0

If α� λ and if MS ·C > 0, then (KS +ΓS,α) ·C > 0, a contradiction. The same
argument applies in each step of the LMMP because the Cartier index of MS is
preserved by the LMMP (by Cartier index of MS we mean the smallest natural
number n such that nMS is Cartier). Therefore, the LMMP on KS + ΓS,α is
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also an LMMP on KS + ΓS,α′ for any α′ ≥ α. In particular, if S is the good
minimal model of KS + ΓS,α obtained by the LMMP above, then S is also a
good minimal model of KS + ΓS,α′ for any α′ ≥ α.

Step 4. Let S be the model constructed in Step 3. By construction, there is
a commutative diagram

W
µ

~~~~~~~~~~
e

  AAAAAAAA

V
τ

����������
h

��???????? W

c
~~}}}}}}}}

d

��????????

Y
g

��???????? S

θ~~~~~~~~~~
//________ S

T

where µ is a resolution, e is a contraction, and c, d are also resolutions. By Step
3, we have e∗d∗MS = e∗c∗MS = MW because MS is numerically trivial on each
step of the LMMP that produced S 99K S. Moreover, DS +αMS is semi-ample
for any α� 0.

Step 5. In general, DS may not be nef. However, the LMMP on KS + ΓS,α in
Step 3 is a partial LMMP on DS, that is, each step of the LMMP on KS + ΓS,α
is also a step of an LMMP on DS but it may not be a full LMMP on DS. In
any case, there is a Q-divisor P ≥ 0 on W which is exceptional/S and

c∗DS = P + d∗DS

Now put G = e∗d∗DS and φ := τµ. Then, for some integer l > 0, we have
natural isomorphisms

R(Y, lDY ) ' R(S, lDS) ' R(S, lDS) ' R(W, lG)

By construction, αMW +G is semi-ample for any α� 0. Since MW ∼Q 0/Y ,
we deduce that G is semi-ample over Y . Moreover,

φ∗DY + µ∗R− ∼Q µ
∗h∗(KS + ∆S + LS + bMS) + µ∗R+

∼Q e
∗c∗DS + µ∗R+

= e∗P +G+ µ∗R+

Put D′Y := φ∗(e
∗P + G + µ∗R+). Since e∗P + G + µ∗R+ ≥ 0, we get D′Y ≥ 0,

and since R− is exceptional/Y , we get D′Y ∼Q DY . So,

φ∗D′Y + µ∗R− ∼Q e
∗P +G+ µ∗R+

and by the negativity lemma we have equality

φ∗D′Y + µ∗R− = e∗P +G+ µ∗R+
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Let N = φ∗D′Y −G. Then,

φ∗N = φ∗(N + µ∗R−) = φ∗(e
∗P + µ∗R+) ≥ 0

On the other hand, we know that G is nef over Y so N is anti-nef over Y .
Therefore, by the negativity lemma we deduce N ≥ 0 hence φ∗D′Y ≥ G. Now
replace DY with D′Y and this completes the proof of the proposition. �

Proof. (of Theorem 3.2) This follows from Proposition 4.1 using the same no-
tation. �

5. Proof of Theorem 1.1

As mentioned earlier the smoothness assumption of f in Theorem 1.1 cannot
be removed. If f : X → Z is a surjective morphism between smooth projective
varieties with −KX nef, then Zhang [Zh96] proved that either Z is uniruled or
κ(Z) = 0. In particular, if dimZ = 1, then −KZ is semi-ample. Therefore,
a counter-example to Fujino-Gongyo’s conjecture without the smoothness as-
sumption on f is possible only when dimZ ≥ 2. We give few counter-examples
of different flavours.

Example 5.1 Let B′ be the (4, 4)-divisor on Z ′ = P1×P1 which consists of 4
lines vertical with respect to the first projection and 4 lines vertical with respect
to the second projection. Let σ : Z → Z ′ be the blow up of the 16 intersection
points in B′. Let B be the strict transform of B′. Then σ∗(B′) = B+

∑16
i=1 2Ei,

where Ei are the irreducible exceptional divisors over the 16 points. So B is an
even divisor in Z, i.e., B ∼ 2L for some divisor L in Z. Let f : X → Z be the
double cover ramified over B. We will show that −KX is semi-ample but −KZ

is not semi-ample.
By construction, K2

Z′ = 8 and from KZ = σ∗KZ′ +
∑16

i=1Ei we get K2
Z = −8.

Therefore, −KZ is not nef, and thus not semi-ample. Since f : X → Z is the
double cover ramified over B, KX ∼Q f

∗(KZ + L). On the other hand,

KZ + L ∼Q σ
∗KZ′ +

1

2
(σ∗(B′)−B) +

1

2
B = σ∗(KZ′ +

1

2
B′) ∼Q 0

So −KX ∼Q 0 is semi-ample. In this example f is a flat morphism but not a
contraction.

Example 5.2 Let r and s be positive integers. Let E = OPs ⊕OPs(1)r+1 and
let Zr,s be the smooth (r + s + 1)-dimensional variety P(E ). The projection
πr,s : Zr,s → Ps has a section σ with image Pr,s ⊂ Zr,s corresponding to the
trivial quotient E → OPs . Let f : Xr,s → Zr,s be the blow-up of Pr,s. One
can check by calculating intersection numbers and using Kleiman’s ampleness
criterion that when r > s the divisor −KXr,s is ample but −KZr,s is not nef.
For details see [De01] Example 1.36 and Example 3.16 (2). In this example f
is a contraction but not a flat morphism.

For the convenience of the reader we reproduce another counter-example due
to Hiroshi Sato given in [FG11], Example 4.6. In this case f would be both a
contraction and a flat morphism.
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Example 5.3 (H. Sato) Let Σ be the fan in R3 whose rays are generated by

x1 = (1, 0, 1), x2 = (0, 1, 0), x3 = (−1, 3, 0), x4 = (0,−1, 0),
y1 = (0, 0, 1), y2 = (0, 0,−1),

and their maximal cones are

〈x1, x2, y1〉, 〈x1, x2, y2〉, 〈x2, x3, y1〉, 〈x2, x3, y2〉,
〈x3, x4, y1〉, 〈x3, x4, y2〉, 〈x4, x1, y1〉, 〈x4, x1, y2〉.

Let ∆ be the fan obtained from Σ by successive star subdivisions along the rays
spanned by

z1 = x2 + y1 = (0, 1, 1)

and
z2 = x2 + z1 = 2x2 + y1 = (0, 2, 1).

We can see that V = XΣ, the toric threefold corresponding to the fan Σ with
respect to the lattice Z3 ⊂ R3, is a P1-bundle over Z = PP1(OP1 ⊕OP1(3)). The
P1-bundle structure V → Z is induced by the projection Z3 → Z2 : (x, y, z) 7→
(x, y). The toric variety X = X∆ corresponding to the fan ∆ was obtained by
successive blow-ups from V . The maximal cones of X∆ are:

τ1 = 〈x1, x2, z2〉, τ2 = 〈x1, z1, z2〉, τ3 = 〈x1, z1, y1〉,
τ4 = 〈x3, y1, z1〉, τ5 = 〈x3, z2, z1〉, τ6 = 〈x3, z2, x2〉,
σ3 = 〈x1, x2, y2〉, σ4 = 〈x2, x3, y2〉, σ5 = 〈x3, x4, y1〉,
σ6 = 〈x3, x4, y2〉, σ7 = 〈x4, x1, y1〉, σ8 = 〈x4, x1, y2〉.

To check−KX is semi-ample, we can either apply the base-point-free criterion
on toric varieties (see [CLS] Theorem 6.1.7), or the fact that on toric varieties,
semi-ampleness of a divisor is equivalent to nefness (see [CLS] Theorem 6.3.12).
Here we apply the base-point-free criterion (see Remark 5.4).

We have −KX =
∑4

i=1Dxi + Dy1 + Dy2 + Dz1 + Dz2 , where Du denotes the
invariant Cartier divisor corresponding to the ray generated by the point u.
The Cartier data associated to −KX are as follows:

mτ1 = mτ6 = mσ3 = mσ4 = (−2,−1, 1), mτ2 = mτ3 = (0, 0,−1),
mτ4 = mτ5 = (1, 0,−1), mσ5 = (4, 1,−1), mσ6 = (4, 1, 1),
mσ7 = (0, 1,−1), mσ8 = (−2, 1, 1).

One can check that all mτi ,mσj are in P−KX
. So −KX is base point free.

Moreover, −KX is big as X is a projective toric variety. So X is a toric weak
Fano manifold. The morphism f : X → Z induced by the projection Z3 → Z2

is a flat morphism onto Z since every fiber of f is one-dimensional.
On the other hand, −KZ is not nef since −KZ · C < 0 where C ⊂ Z is the

image of the section of Z → P1 corresponding to the trivial quotient OP1 ⊕
OP1(3)→ OP1 .

Remark 5.4 Here we recall some basic facts about toric varieties.
(1) Base point freeness on toric varieties: We follow the notation of [CLS].

Let XΣ be a complete toric variety of dimension n and let D =
∑

ρ aρDρ be a
torus-invariant Cartier divisor on XΣ. We define a polytope

PD = {m ∈MR|〈m,uρ〉 ≥ −aρ for all ρ ∈ Σ(1)} ⊂MR
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Let {mσ}σ∈Σ(n) be the Cartier data associated to D, where mσ ∈ M with
〈mσ, uρ〉 = −aρ, for all ρ ∈ σ(1). Then, D is base point free if and only if
mσ ∈ PD for all σ ∈ Σ(n).

(2) Kodaira dimension: Now assume that D is nef. Then, the Kodaira di-
mension κ(D) = dimPD. In particular, if XΣ is projective and D = −KXΣ

is
nef, then it is not difficult to see that dimPD = n hence D is nef and big.

Proof. (of Theorem 1.1) By Lemma 2.4 of [FG11], we can assume that f is a
contraction: this is achieved by taking the Stein factorisation which preserves
the smoothness assumption. We may assume that dimX > dimZ otherwise
the theorem holds trivially. Pick a closed point z ∈ Z. Since −KX is semi-
ample, for some m > 1 we can find a divisor D ∈ | − mKX | such that if we
put B = 1

m
D then we have: KX + B ∼Q 0, (X,B) is klt, and D = SuppB is

smooth (note that it is also possible to have B = 0 depending on the situation).
Since f is smooth, we can choose D so that there is a neighbourhood U of z
such that D = SuppB is relatively smooth over U . In particular, this ensures
that the discriminant part BZ = 0 near z.

Let σ : Y → Z be a sufficiently high resolution. Then, possibly after shrinking
U around z, we have MY = σ∗MZ over U by [FG11], Remark 4.3, or by [Ko07],
Proposition 8.4.9 (3) and Theorem 8.5.1. Since KX +B ∼Q 0,

KZ +BZ +MZ ∼Q 0 and KY +BY +MY ∼Q 0

and
KY + ∆Y +MY ∼Q DY := E

where ∆Y and E are as in the Introduction. Since E is exceptional/Z, DY is
the only effective Q-divisor in its Q-linear equivalence class. Moreover, we have
κ(KY + ∆Y /T ) ≥ 0 since

κ(KY + ∆Y +MY ) = κ(DY ) ≥ 0

where Y → T is again as in the Introduction.
By Theorem 3.2, there is a resolution φ : W → Y and a Q-divisor G ≥ 0

such that αMW + G is semi-ample for any α � 0 and G ≤ φ∗DY = φ∗E. In
particular, this means that αMW+G is semi-ample over U for α� 0. Since over
U we have MW = φ∗σ∗MZ , we deduce that G is semi-ample over U . But G is
effective and exceptional over U hence by the negativity lemma it is zero over U ,
that is, G is mapped into Z\U . Thus, we can find a rational number α� 0 and
a Q-divisor PW ≥ 0 such that αMW +G ∼Q PW and that PW does not contain
any irreducible component of (σφ)−1{z}. But PW restricted to (σφ)−1{z} is
numerically trivial so PW does not intersect (σφ)−1{z}. Therefore,

αMZ ∼Q PZ := σ∗φ∗PW ≥ 0

and z does not belong to SuppPZ which implies that the stable base locus
of MZ does not contain z. By construction, SuppBZ also does not contain
z. Therefore, z is not in the stable base locus of −KZ . Since z was chosen
arbitrarily, we deduce that −KZ is semi-ample.

�
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